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Increasing <he Crops
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aims for this decrease were the small 
crops of 1914 for the gathering of which 
fewer hands were required, the release 
of other laborers on the outbreak of the 
war and the increased coat of board. In 
191», owing to the abundant harvest and 
tbs effects of recruiting far the army, 
there was some reaction, and the 
*•* wa*w wwe more than in 1914, 
>1 not quite equal to those paid in 1910, 
the date of the previous Inquiry. Fer 
the dominion the average wages per 
month during the cummer, Including 
board, were $37.10 for male 
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•mount of milk, the < hence» are that If 
•-it can be induced to oat I5u pounds of It vmi 
i^Uget more than a proportion el increase of milk 
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It help, as compared with $35.55 
and $18.81 last year. For the year, In. 
eluding board, the average wages were 
$341 for males end $200 for females, ae 
compered with $323.30 and $1$9.M in 
1914. The average value of boa.d per 
month worke out to $14.57 for melee and 
$11.4$ for females, the
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Another Important consideration la the 

the feed You may get .10.000 pounds of milk from 
• cow. but If It lakes $100 worth of feed to pro- 
duce it you may not be making much money on 
he transaction. The objective should be to set 

■bet 10 000 pound, of mill MO wurth
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Ontario, $814» and $17.1t; In Manitoba 
•48.1. end $87X9; ,n a^tchm^i 

$4d2* and $23J1; In Alberta. $44.02 ,nd 
$24X8, and In British Columbia, $49 37 
and $31X1 ^
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Mb Where Corn Is King.

°ï all eooculont leode corn ensilage is the most
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pal crops in Ontario and Quebec, and can be 
*rown successfully all over Canada. Its priocl- 
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For the cereal part of the food 
farm nothing can equal

» succulent feed dairy grown on the 
oeU- »nd of these the
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